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Knowledge Is Not Power

Genius, like a thunderstorm, comes up against the wind.
—SØREN AABYE KIERKEGAARD

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER. How many of you agree with this statement? This
is what I like to ask my audience members. And guess what, virtually all
hands go up. (I bet you agreed too?) I don’t! Here is why. The number of
leaders and managers I have had the opportunity to work with who know
how to lead people always startles me. Some know more than I do. They’ve
got it all together. They can talk a great game, and yet, when I watch what
they actually do, which is what consultants and coaches do, I find that generally they do not act in accordance with what they know. They act in
accordance with their habit patterns, which typically are based on what
has worked for them in the past. The problem—need I say it?—is that we
live in a hyperspeeded global economy where what has worked in the past
may no longer provide you with optimal results today. This is why I wrote
this book. It’s all about breaking your tried-and-true Weltanschauung—
your view of the world of leadership—assumptions that have worked for
you in the past that need to be revisited, reevaluated, and maybe even, horror of horrors, changed.
1
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Here is the brutal fact: You know an awful lot of stuff. And you are about
ready to learn additional cutting-edge strategies from this book—great stuff,
stuff that has the potential to change the way you lead people and have an
immediate payoff on the bottom line. However, all this out-of-the-box stuff
in this book won’t do you any good whatsoever unless you apply what you
have learned and develop powerful new habit patterns. (You’re familiar with
the old saw: If you do what you’ve always done, you will always get what
you’ve always got. And if you want something different to happen without
making a change, that’s defined as insanity.) You see, it is not what you know
that makes a difference; it’s what you do and what you apply over and over
again until it causes you to transform new knowledge into a new autopilot
response pattern. And this will not happen from reading this book. (You can
read all the diet books in the world and never lose a pound.)
A good example, recently shared with me by Walter, one of my
“coachees” (the people I coach) involves one of Walter’s grade-school buddies walking up to the high diving board at the beginning of the swimming
season and without a moment’s hesitation jumping into the pool. Never
mind that the dive looked absolutely atrocious. Once he was in the water,
the boy floundered so badly that the lifeguards had to pull him out. Once
back in the showers, Walter asked his friend what had happened. “Not
sure,” he said. “Actually, I had it all figured out. I’ve been reading several
how-to-swim books all winter long. But once I hit the water, it just didn’t
seem to work.”
Okay pessimist, I hear your questions: What if the stuff in this book does
not work? What if it fails? What if it causes you to fail? First, and let me be
a bit emphatic here, there are no failures; there are only outcomes. If you
apply something from this book and it does not give you the results expected,
try it again. And if it is really important to you, try it yet again. And if it is
superimportant, try it up to seven times. (Lots of things that happen are
caused by random events and have nothing to do with the intervention, especially since you are in the people business and people are quite unpredictable.)
And if it still does not work, you’ve learned something you didn’t know
before—I don’t call that failure. On the other hand, if it does work, you’ve
hit the mother lode—a new strategy that will enable you to improve your performance, productivity, and maybe even your organization’s profitability. (Hey,
even I’m getting excited.) The key, then, is not knowledge but doing, experimenting, making yourself uncomfortable—oh, oh, that’s a dreadful thought.

